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Leaving the one-shot
Through a feminist approach to designing
an instruction program

Nicole Pagowsky, MLIS, MS
University of Arizona Libraries

TALK OUTLINE
~45MIN PRESENT
~15MIN Q&A

1. About my role and title
2. Issues surrounding feminization
of labor (briefly)
3. Instruction program at the
University of Arizona Libraries
4. Problems with one-shots and
why we don't center them
5. How we incorporate this work into
our purpose and philosophy
6. Concluding, how all of this
culminates in a feminist approach
7. Q&A

Q1: Are you an
instruction
coordinator (or
similar role/title)?
And what type of
library?
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Emotional labor
Pink collar work
Shadow labor
Caregiving
Smile work
(Sloniowski, 2016; Tierney & Bensimon,
1996; Harris, 1992; Pagowsky & DeFrain,
2014; Nicholson, 2019; Mirza & Seale, 2017)

"Their ability to effect change is
hampered by a lack of authority, as they
must educate, cajole, and convince
colleagues who they do not supervise to
work in the best interest of the library's
instruction program."
(Arellano Douglas & Gadsby, 2017, p. 268)

"The power of the librarian is
the power of the woman: it is
recognized as present but is
afforded little respect."
(Radford & Radford, 1997, p. 261)

"Research demonstrates that gendered reward
structures can arise when specific job tasks are valued
more or less because of the gendered nature of the
work. Skills and responsibilities defined as feminine
such as nurturance and face-to-face service to clients
or customers (emotional labor), are typically
unappreciated and unrewarded by employers and
stigmatized even when male workers perform them."
(Bellas, 1999, p. 107)

Q2: Have you
experienced these
issues in your role
as a coordinator
or see this in
general?

INSTRUCTION
PROGRAM OVERVIEW
University of Arizona Libraries

Liaison model; each liaison
responsible for developing
relationships with faculty
and implementing
instruction

Gen eds and co-curriculars
coordinated by Undergrad
Instruction Group,
comprised of 3 instructionliaison librarians

With the Writing Program
(Eng 101 and 102), we use
a train-the-trainer model.
(Mostly TAs and adjuncts)

libguides.library.arizona.edu/instruction

INSTRUCTION
APPROACHES
One-shot
Embedded sessions
Credit courses
Train-the-trainer
Collaborative design

Q3:
Which format(s)
do you use the
most in your
instruction?

Transactional vs.
Relational

"In these ways, the perceived success is
holding librarians back from making
large-scale changes, thereby
perpetuating a cycle of librarians as
reactive problem-solvers and guest
lecturers rather than curriculum
developers and campus change agents."
(Bowles-Terry & Donovan, 2016, p. 138)
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Q4:
How many oneshots do you teach
in a semester
(approx)?

FACULTY DIALOGUE
ACTIVITY

Let's try one!

Q5: What
will you
do and
how will
you do it?

Targeted
instruction
and
curriculum
mapping

(Belzowski & Robison, 2019, p. 285)

"[A]s marginal educators and members of
a feminized profession, librarians also
encounter 'recalibration' (Sharma, 2014),
the need to modify the tempo of their
own labor to be 'in time' with the
dominant temporalities of faculty and
students."
(Nicholson, 2019, p. 130)

CONCLUDING
QUESTIONS TO
CONSIDER

How can we better call
attention to the expertise
in our work as instruction
librarians and
coordinators?

How can we challenge
power structures and
move from being seen
generally as helpers to
collaborators and
pedagogues?

How do we re-imagine
assessment and "value"
without the quantification
of one-shots?
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